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                                                      Be Fit Food                                                  

                        $25.00 off BeFitFood
                        . Use the code above to save $25.00 on your order. Minimum order must be $100.00.                    
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                                                      ButcherCrowd                                                  

                        $50.00 off ButcherCrowd
                        . Enjoy a $20.00 discount ONTOP of $30.00 if you're a new customer through our link!                    
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                                                      Lifestyle Meal Prep                                                  

                        10% off entire order
                        . Try Lifestyle Meal Prep and enjoy 10% off your order using our code. Subscribe and save and additional 15% off your 4th order!                    
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                                                      Soulara                                                  

                        Save $30 on Your First Order (Soulara)
                        . Ready to explore Soulara? Save $30 on your first order of 9 meals or more from Soulara. This special offer is available until November 16, 2023.                    
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                                                      Flying Fit Food                                                  

                        Save 15% off all first time orders
                        . Save a huge 15% off your first time order when using our exclusive code with Flying Fit Food.                    
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                                                      EveryPlate                                                  

                        Get up to $150 off your first five boxes!
                        . Code is automatically applied when following our links. Get up to $150 off your first five boxes!                    
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                                                      HelloFresh                                                  

                        Get up to $200 off 6 boxes - Offer valid to new and past customers
                        . "Discount excludes upgrades and add-ons."

(Only valid on a household’s first six boxes or for past customers with a deactivated account who cancelled at least 6 months ago)                    
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                                                      Food St                                                  

                        10% off all meals
                        . 10% OFF all meals when using this promo code                    
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                                                      Workout Meals                                                  

                        $10.00 off first order
                        . Use this exclusive coupon to get $10.00 off your first Workout Meals order!                    
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                                                      Core Powerfoods                                                  

                        $20.00 Off Your First Order
                        . Enjoy a $20.00 discount when you order off COREPF for the first time online!                    
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                                                      B*Nourished                                                  

                        10% off the first order
                        . Try B*Nourished and save 10% off the entire order for first time customers!                    
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                                                      Garden of Vegan                                                  

                        $25.00 off the first order
                        . Try Garden of Vegan's meals and enjoy $25.00 off your first order                    
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                                                      Body Composition Meals                                                  

                        $15.00 off first orders
                        . Take $15.00 off your order to try EATBCM yourself! For Sydney residents only.                    
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                                                      Dinnerly                                                  

                        $20.00 credit on first order
                        . $20.00 credit is automatically applied to your first order.                    
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                                                      Food 4 Fitness                                                  

                        $30.00 off
                        . If you're in NSW, ACT, VIC, QLD or SA and want to try our Food4Fitness, use our exclusive code at checkout and receive $30.00 off your first order!                    

                
                          

        

      

            
       
															
															
															
														       
															
														    




        
      
 
   
  
    

              The Ultimate Australian Meal Prep Resource

      
              Your free source to find the right meal provider driven by detailed user-submitted reviews.

      
              
                      📦 Food Boxes
                      💰 Cheap Meals
                      🌏 Organic Meals
                      💪 Bodybuilding Meals
                      🥓 Keto Meals
                      🌿 Vegan Meals
                      🎯 Weight Loss Meals
                      🍽 Low Carb & Calorie
                      🎟 NDIS Providers
                  

      
    

  


   
  
    

              Our Top Meal Provider Picks for

      
      
        
          Australia
          
          
          
        


        
        
                      Australia
            Canberra

                                  Hobart

                                  Darwin

                                  Brisbane

                                  Adelaide

                                  Melbourne

                                  Perth

                                  Sydney

                  


      


              Over thousands of genuine reviews, here's a list of the top providers and why: 
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                                      #1 for Keto
                  
                                      Known for their keto, alkaline and plant-based meals

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Free for orders over $50.00                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Organic meals from $13.00                      
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                                      Popular
                  
                                      Extensive range and delivery locations
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                                      All meals 250 cal
                  
                                      Scientifically developed meals with focus on weight loss

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Free for orders over $199.00                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        14 meals from $10.71 each                      
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                      [image: Be Fit Food] Be Fit Food

                      $25.00 off BeFitFood

                      
                          Use the code above to save $25.00 on your order. Minimum order must be $100.00.                      
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                                      Top plant-based pick
                  
                                      Uses 100% certified organic ingredients

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        From $14.95 per order                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Meals from $14.95                      

                    
                  

                

              


              
                                  
                    See Garden of Vegan Deal
                    
                    
                    
                  
                              


              
                  COUPON

                  
                      [image: Garden of Vegan] Garden of Vegan

                      $25.00 off the first order

                      
                          Try Garden of Vegan's meals and enjoy $25.00 off your first order                      
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                                      Protein focused
                  
                                      Personal chef, nutritionist & trainer with WM360

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Flat delivery fee of $15.00 per order                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Meals from $8.95                      
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                      $10.00 off first order

                      
                          Use this exclusive coupon to get $10.00 off your first Workout Meals order!                      
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                                      Fully vegan kitchen
                  
                                      Lifestyle and fitness vegan meals

                  
                  
                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Meals from $11.50                      
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                                      Best for health seekers
                  
                                      Australia’s top rated meal service
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                                      Complete meal customisation
                  
                                      Most well known fitness meal provider
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                        Meals from $8.50 - $11.00                      
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                      [image: Food 4 Fitness] Food 4 Fitness

                      $30.00 off

                      
                          If you're in NSW, ACT, VIC, QLD or SA and want to try our Food4Fitness, use our exclusive code at checkout and receive $30.00 off your first order!                      
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                                      Largest plant-based dishes in Australia

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        From $10.00 per order                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        15 meals from $9.50 each                      
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                      Save $30 on Your First Order (Soulara)

                      
                          Ready to explore Soulara? Save $30 on your first order of 9 meals or more from Soulara. This special offer is available until November 16, 2023.                      
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                                      Born out of lockdown in March 2020

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        From $13.00 per order                      
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                                      Meal kits that are cheaper than the supermarket

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        From $9.99 per order                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        $4.99 - $6.99 per serving                      
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                      Get up to $150 off your first five boxes!

                      
                          Code is automatically applied when following our links. Get up to $150 off your first five boxes!                      
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                                      Cook fresh meals at home with pre-prepped ingredients

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Flat $9.99 per order                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        $7.99 - $10.99 per serving                      
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                      Get up to $200 off 6 boxes - Offer valid to new and past customers

                      
                          "Discount excludes upgrades and add-ons."

(Only valid on a household’s first six boxes or for past customers with a deactivated account who cancelled at least 6 months ago)                      

                      MEALPREP  COPIED! 
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                                      Serving Aussies since 2012

                  
                  
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        From $7.50 per order                      

                    
                                          
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Meals from $9.95                      
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                         Meal Replacement/Weight Loss Shakes That Work in 2024 (Including Top Brands)                     
                     
                       Meal replacement shakes, coming in either powder form or as ready-to-drink bottles, offer a convenient way to swap out meals for calorie-controlled, nutritious options packed with protein, carbs,...                     
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                         Best NDIS-Approved Meal Providers (2024) 🍽️                     
                     
                       If you’re part of the NDIS, you can get discounts on meals from approved delivery services. We’ve noticed that many NDIS users want more choices, beyond the typical...                     
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                         7 Best Low-Carb and Low-Calorie Wines in Australia 🍷                     
                     
                       If you’re watching your diet but don’t want to miss out on a good drink, here’s some great news. While it’s true that some wines can be high...                     
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                         11 Best Fish Oil Supplements in Australia 2024 🐟                     
                     
                       Looking for the perfect fish oil supplement in Australia? With so many options out there, it’s tough to know which one to choose. But don’t worry, we’ve got...                     
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                         8 Best Low Calorie & High Protein Ice Creams 🍦                     
                     
                       Ice cream is one of life’s simple pleasures. There is never a bad time to enjoy the creamy, sweet goodness of ice cream. But, it’s not exactly the...                     
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                         10 Low Calorie Flour (& Flour Substitutes) 🌾                     
                     
                       Flour is common in many recipes, but it can be pretty high in calories. The good news is there are low calorie, nutrient-rich flour alternatives that suit a...                     
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                  From Their Kitchen to Yours With Our New Creator-Driven Recipe Hub
                  Ever found yourself scrolling Instagram, finding an amazing recipe, but losing it later or not being able to find the macros or calories of the recipe? We’ve all...
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                  Are Your Fave Health Influencers Really Trustworthy? Unpacking the Aspartame Scandal 
                  The conversation around health influencers taking cash to plug products just got a lot more interesting. You might’ve noticed the hashtag #safetyofaspartame popping up on your social feeds....
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                  FroPro’s KFC Style Chicken (Calories & Macros Breakdown) 
                  Who doesn’t love fried chicken? Specifically, KFC fried chicken? Apart from vegetarians and vegans, I don’t know a single person who doesn’t love a good old fried chicken...
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                  A List of the 6 Causes of Belly Fat (It’s Not Just Your Diet)
                  If you’ve ever been frustrated by stubborn belly fat, you’re not alone. Most of us think it’s all about what we eat, right? It turns out belly fat...
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                  5 Places to Learn About Macros & Nutrition in Australia (2024)
                  Understanding nutrition and macros is the key to a healthier life and smarter meal prepping. But with so many resources out there, it can be a bit daunting...
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                  Run, Don’t Walk! Take Advantage of These Current Meal Provider Discounts!
                  If you’re tired of spending hours planning meals, creating a shopping list and grocery shopping, and prepping ingredients every week, you need to level up ASAP with the...
                

              

                            
                
                  Weekly Meal Planners We Love for Meal Prep (2024)
                  
                    Weekly meal planners are a fantastic way to save time, money, and supercharge your health and fitness goals. Meal and food planners make it a breeze to choose...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  10 Meal Provider Gift Cards For the Meal Prep Enthusiast in Your Life
                  
                    Struggling to find the perfect gift for your gym bro, mate who’s trying to lose weight, or that one friend who’s a super strict meal prepper? Look no...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Which Australian Ready-Made Meal Brand Has the Healthier Satay Chicken?
                  
                    There’s nothing quite like a delicious satay chicken meal. However, this tasty Thai meal often gets a bad rap for being “unhealthy”. Here at Mealprep.com.au, we don’t think...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Carbonara Ready-Made Meals: Top Brands Compared
                  
                    When it comes to pasta recipes, it doesn’t get much simpler than an easy carbonara. With minimal cooking time and even less prep time, it’s definitely a quick...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Is Woolworths Butter Chicken Best? Ranking the Top Ready-Made Meals
                  
                    Are you all about quick and easy meals that still pack a punch with nice flavour? Same. Here at Mealprep.com.au, we love a quick chilled meal that can...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Quick Spaghetti Bolognese: How 20+ Australian Ready-Made Meals Compare
                  
                    A quick spaghetti bolognese 🍝 dish is an Aussie staple. Every kid grew up with an Italian spag bol night once a week, right? The veggies combined with...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  9 Wild Insights We Learnt From Analysing Coles & Woolworths Meal Macros
                  
                    Everyone has their favourite supermarket. Whether it’s Coles, Woolworths, ALDI or IGA, once you’ve found your fave, you tend to stick to it. We’re humans, we’re creatures of...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Is Lasagne Healthy? 20 Australian Ready-Made Meals Compared
                  
                    I love lasagne. You love lasagne. We all love lasagne, right? But is it healthy? At MealPrep.com.au, we know healthy means different things to different people. So, instead...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Jenny Craig Shuts Shop in US (But Australia is Still Open for Business)
                  
                    Popular weight-loss company Jenny Craig has announced that it will be closing its doors in the United States after forty years in business.  Jenny Craig was founded in...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  
                        
                        
                        Garden of Vegan is Now 100% Gluten-Free & Coeliac-Friendly! Here’s Our Review
                  
                    It’s hard living a gluten-free life. While restaurants, cafes and grocery stores are becoming increasingly accommodating to the gluten-free among us, up until now, I’ve still struggled with...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Does Craving a Certain Food Mean You Have a Nutritional Deficiency? Debunking Food Craving Charts
                  
                    Do you ever find yourself reaching for the same snack or craving a certain food? You might have come across food craving charts that claim your cravings indicate...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  List of Community Food Banks in Australia 🇦🇺
                  
                    Ever found yourself searching for a “food bank near me“? With over 2 million Australian households facing hunger in 2022 alone, the need for food assistance is soaring....                  
                

              

                            
                
                  The Fasting Mimicking Diet: How To Do It & If It’s Healthy
                  
                    Fasting is a hot topic in the health and fitness realm. According to experts, fasting may benefit folks in various ways, such as helping with weight management and...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Microwave Meal Prep: Cheap & Simple Recipes Under $5 (Low Calorie)
                  
                    Want food that tastes good, is easy to meal prep and won’t burn a hole in your wallet? Well, you’re in the right place. We’ve done the hard...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Is the Healthy Eating Pyramid Still Relevant in 2024?
                  
                    If you’re tired of trying to decipher the latest diet trends and figure out what truly constitutes a healthy diet, you’re not alone. It seems the guidelines for...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  Derrick Lewis Weight Loss: How The UFC Star Shed the Kilos
                  
                    Heavyweight UFC star Derrick Lewis has made waves across the internet after fans got a glimpse of his new insanely chiselled physique. The popular UFC champ appears to...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  The Best Low Calories Chips & Healthiest Fries in Australia (2024) 🍟
                  
                    Shopping smart can help you cut calories, even with snacks like chips and fries. While chips are often high in oil and calories, you don’t need to give...                  
                

              

                            
                
                  The 9 Easiest Foods to Grow Indoors (How to Grow Your Own Vegetables)
                  
                    Are you tired of paying high prices for fresh produce? With skyrocketing fruit and vegetables prices, you may be wondering if there’s a better way to nourish your...                  
                

              

                    


    

  


   
  
    
      

                  From our partners
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                  My Muscle Chef Launches Epic EOFY Offering with $35 Off Your First Order!

                  Are you feeling a bit discouraged that you haven’t quite reached your fitness goals...
                

                
                  10 months ago                
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                  Score up to $170 off your Meal Prep Orders with EveryPlate’s Flash Sale

                  Upgrade your meal prep game with EveryPlate's biggest sale of the year! Get up...
                

                
                  1 year ago                
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                  Go Vegan This January with VEGANUARY & Garden of Vegan

                  If you don’t know already, Veganuary is an annual worldwide campaign (started in the...
                

                
                  1 year ago                
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                  HelloFresh Unveils Christmas Box with All You Need to Cook An Xmas Feast

                  Christmas is just around the corner and you know what that means? ‘Tis the...
                

                
                  1 year ago                
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                  Lifestyle Meal Prep Launches Brand Spanking New Website (Nab A Cheeky Discount Code Here!)

                  Lifestyle Meal Prep has launched a brand-spanking new website with an upgraded design to...
                

                
                  1 year ago                

              


            

                  


    

  


   

    
        
          
            Our Trusted Contributors
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                            Valentina Duong

                          
                          
                            A nutritionist and powerlifter with numerous first place finishes at national and international competitions. Valentina's rediscovering joy, one snack at a time.                          

                        

                        
                          TOP STORIES                        

                        
                          
                                          Why IIFYM/ Tracking Macros didn’t work for me
                                        
                                          Holiday Nutrition Tips To Prevent Weight Gain From A Registered Dietitian
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                            Sarah Appleford is a registered clinical nutritionist who believes achieving optimal health and wellbeing relies on living with intention.                          
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                            Ally Burnie

                          
                          
                            Health & fitness journalist and presenter based in Melbourne/Naarm with a passion for – you guessed it - health and fitness, cooking, outdoor adventures, hiking, and travel.                          
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                                          From Their Kitchen to Yours With Our New Creator-Driven Recipe Hub
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            About MealPrep


                            
                  MealPrep.com.au started in 2018 as a blog with some meal reviews. It has since turned into a free resource to help you find the right meal provider driven by detailed user-submitted reviews.
Reviews are segmented into 3 groups because these audiences look for different things in meal providers, so they should be rated differently to one another.                

            
            
                                
                      
                         What’s this site about?
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                         A place to find meal providers geared to health and fitness. We don’t include just any meal provider so you won’t find takeaways, cafes and those you would normally find on Ubereats. We also don’t sell anything.



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         How does this make money?
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                         This site helps us test design hypotheses and new technology before making our their way over to our clients. No user information is shared – just the strategy, design psychology and technology used. There are some affiliate links around the site, but they are edited in after and do not influence the recommendations. We’re sick of seeing “Best” lists recommending only products on Amazon too.



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         Why can't I find the provider I use on the site?
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                         If you know of a good provider that should be added, let us know here! Same goes for business owners if you’re reading this – fill out the form and we’ll gladly add you to the site free!



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         Are the reviews real?
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                         Yes, all reviews made on the site are real – we don’t import, scrape or make any fake reviews on our own. If you’d like access to the general demographic data, please reach out!



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         How are the reviews made?
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                         In the early stages all the reviews were driven from a Facebook campaign asking Australians to share their experience with a meal provider they’ve used.

As the site gained traction, more providers began working with us by asking their customers to leave a review on our site which helped them climb up the provider list.

Now we also have those looking for reviews on providers they want to try finding the site, and then sharing experiences on providers they’ve used.



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         How come some providers are missing details?
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                         All provider information is manually entered into our site. Getting pricing information proved to be quite difficult because prices change based on meal, sizing and bundling. So even if providers give us the information, we need to verify it so it’s in line with how we’ve listed all the others.

Typically the providers which have more reviews will get more attention from our team.



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         How are the rankings calculated?
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                         Prior to 1st September 2020, the order of providers were calculated by the highest average rating from providers with more than three reviews. This presented an obvious flaw where providers would rise to the top with only three 5 star reviews over those with a larger sample size but was rated at 4.9.

Then with the help of our good friend David Loi, we introducing a revised algorithm which added weight to these factors:

	Was made within 45 days (more recent = more relevant)
	Has an image attached to the review (more authentic)
	Has made a written review (not just a rating)
	Reviewer has made multiple reviews (shows balance)
	Whether they would use it again (some reviewers rate harshly, but would still recommend the provider)
	Number of reviews (shows popularity)


It’s not perfect and I’m sure we’ll find better ways to do it, but for now it’s an improvement. If you have suggestions, please send them through!



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         Do we run sponsored reviews?
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                         Yes we do, but we can’t guarantee that you’ll get a positive one to keep our integrity. We will however match you with the ideal reviewer based on profile so it aligns with your targeted audience.



                      

                  

                                
                      
                         Why do only some providers show coupons and discounts codes?
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                         We only use codes that have been given to us by providers because it helps them track any orders that originated from our site. We don’t take a cut to add your coupon code.

It also reduces the manual work to help keep the site updated because providers will send us the code, rather than us looking for them to keep it updated.
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Resources

	Meal Prepping Tips
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	💬 Interviews
	📕 Guides
	🕵 Reviews






                    
                    
                        Leaving a review for your favourite providers will help them be discovered!
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